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- participants: $\approx 20 \text{ IFNUL} + 10 \text{ LPNU}$, large fluctuation
- certificates: $4 \text{ IFNUL} + 8 \text{ LPNU}$
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2015

- registrations: 13 IFNUL + 12 LPNU
- participants: $\approx 8 \text{ IFNUL} + 4 \text{ LPNU}$, small fluctuation
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- 1-week block course is very intense for students & lecturers!
- Still, some reactions were quite enthusiastic: “My first English lecture!” , “The lecturer is so cool!” ,...
  But also: “10 lectures in one week are too much for me.”
- Some students simply didn’t fit (“printing and publishing”). In 2015, we were more selective – the students, too!
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- (For me) unusually high percentage of female students :-(
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- 01.04.2016: Prof. Sergiy Dashkovskiy (Dynamic Systems) from Odessa / Erfurt will join Math @ JMUW